FirstEdge® designs and builds superior quality, highly functional products that work, right here in the USA. We
closely partner with experts in the field to develop unique, efficient and practical solutions, that solve real-life problems.
Our first knives were created for U.S. Special Forces. These knives and sheaths had to withstand and exceed the
demands of tough conditions encountered in both deployment and training. FirstEdge® knives are now sold through our
Authorized network of Dealers and Distributors. FirstEdge® designs and builds other specialized items for the U.S Military.
We are dedicated to supporting uniformed personnel in all branches of the US Military as well as First Responders
The FirstEdge® Management, Design, and Production Teams have over three decades of successfully developing
patentable products and bringing them to the market.
FIRSTEDGE® LIFETIME WARRANTY
At FirstEdge®, we are extremely proud of our products and sincerely value our customers. We want you to be 100%
satisfied with your FirstEdge® experience. Our Fixed Blade knives are designed to withstand heavy, extreme use. If your
fixed blade knife fails, we will repair or replace it free of charge, no questions asked. Our Folding Knives are tough and are
designed for powerful, precision cutting. If your folding knife fails to perform due to a defect and doesn’t meet your
expectations, we will repair or replace your knife free of charge. We don’t expect our knives to fail, but if this happens, we will
take care of you.
FIRSTEDGE® TRACKLOCK™ LOCKING MECHANISMS (Patent Pending
FirstEdge® Folding Knives are equipped with a Patent Pending Locking Mechanism designed for military, outdoor extreme
environments as well as everyday carry. The TrackLock’s™ large steel locking pin passes through the blade and the
hardened steel liners. This “double-shear” mechanism is one of the strongest available, greatly exceeding the industrial
standard for knife-lock failure. The TrackLock™ allows for easy, fast and safe one-handed opening and closing of the blade.
FIRSTEDGE® KYDEX TRI-COMPOSITE SHEATHS (Patent Pending) NOT ALL MODELS HAVE TRI-COMPOSITE
The FirstEdge® Fixed Blade Tri-Composite Knife Sheaths are constructed of precision-formed Kydex panels, with two
hardened stainless steel liners in between. The optional “Take-Apart” version allows for disassembly, cleaning, and
reassembly in minutes. The panels are fastened with hard-coated stainless steel Hex fasteners. Compartments and drain
holes ensure moisture absorbance and sand grit retention is minimal. Knives snap securely into the Kydex Sheath and are
removed with positive thumb pressure, ensuring safe carry and rapid and safe deployment. Sheaths have three inch USA
Made poly-pro nylon webbing with double-box stitching. FirstEdge® regular Kydex Sheaths do not have Stainless Steel
liners.
ELMAX® STEEL - Hardened to 60-61 HRC
FirstEdge® premium knives are constructed of ELMAX® Steel. ELMAX® is ideal for Hunting, Survival, Outdoor and
Underwater applications where high durability, toughness, and corrosion resistance are critical. ELMAX® knives withstand
extended exposure to moisture, extreme temperature change, and constant heavy use
Produced by Bohler-Uddenholm of Sweden, ELMAX® is “High Chromium-Vanadium-Molybdenum” alloyed steel, made of
18% Chromium, 3% Vanadium, 1.7% Carbon, 1% Molybdenum, 0.8%Silicon, and 0.3% Manganese. The advanced
powdered metal technology results in a superior stainless steel alloy with high wear resistance, superior corrosion resistance,
and high compressive strength. The steel is hardened to 60-61 HRC, resulting in excellent edge retention and high impact
resistance. It is easily sharpened and holds an edge as well as any carbon steel alloy.
MAINTENANCE & CARE
Remove moisture, dirt, and other impediments from blades, sheaths, handles and locking mechanisms after each use.
Cycling folding knife blades open and closed will assist in removing dust and foreign particles. Compressed air may be used
to dislodge foreign objects. Periodic application of a light oil, such as WD-40®, Break-Free®, or mineral oil is recommended.
For optimal safety, Folding Knives should be stored in the closed position and Fixed Blades in their sheath.
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